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ABSTRACT: We derive a general equation for the depletion thickness ä next to a flat wall in a solution
of nonadsorbing polymer, which is easily extended to spherical geometry. This equation has the simple
form ä-2 ) ä0-2 + Œ-2. Here, ä0 is the value of ä in the limit of infinite dilution, which depends only on the
chain length: ä0 ) 2R/xð, where R is the radius of gyration of the polymer. The parameter Œ is a
correlation length in solution, which depends on the polymer concentration æb and the solvency ł, but
not on the chain length. We use a mean-field form of Œ ) Œ(ł,æb) which provides a smooth crossover from
good to £ solvency conditions. We show that the depletion thickness is actually a generalized bulk solution
correlation length which does depend on chain length. In all cases the profile for a flat wall is given by
F ) æ/æb ) tanh2(z/ä). The extension to a sphere of radius a is also very simple: Fs ) [z/a + tanh(z/ä)]2/
[z/a + 1]2. These analytical results are compared to numerical self-consistent-field computations, whereby
the segment-wall repulsion in the lattice model is chosen in accordance with the boundary condition
F(0) ) 0 in the continuum model. The agreement is nearly perfect for good solvents and large particles.
For a £ solvent our simple analytical model overestimates ä slightly; in this case the tanh2 profile is not
strictly valid, and we derive a corrected analytical form. For smaller particles, also a slight overestimation
of the width of the depletion zone is found. However, in all cases the trends are predicted very well. Our
simple equations allow, in principle, analytical expressions for the surface tension, for the distribution
coefficient in size-exclusion chromatography, and for interaction potentials and phase diagrams of colloids
with nonadsorbing polymer.
1. Introduction
Dispersions of colloidal particles mixed with nonad-
sorbing polymer chains are interesting both from a
physics point of view and practically. Physically, such
a system may be considered as a colloidal liquid in which
the colloidal particles interact through some effective
potential, which is determined by the concentration and
size of the nonadsorbing polymer chains.1 These disper-
sions further also reflect practical situations in biological
systems and industrial products such as protein-
polysaccharide mixtures in food2 or latex-polymer
mixtures in paint.3 The depletion of nonadsorbing
polymer has also very important applications in size-
exclusion chromatography, which is widely used in
polymer analysis.4
Asakura and Oosawa5 were the first to give a theo-
retical explanation for this depletion and the ensuing
attraction between colloidal particles due to nonadsorb-
ing polymers. They calculated the attractive force
between two parallel flat plates immersed in a solution
of ideal (ghost) polymer chains. From their analysis it
follows that the range of attraction is 4R/xð, where R
is the radius of gyration of the polymer. The depletion
layer in which the polymer chains are effectively absent
has thus a thickness 2R/xð  1.13R on each plate.
To develop a simple description for mixtures of
colloidal spheres and (nonadsorbing) polymer, Asakura
and Oosawa6 and later Vrij7,8 proposed to replace the
polymer chains by penetrable hard spheres (PHS’s) with
radius R. PHS’s are hard spheres for the colloidal
particles but fully penetrable for other PHS’s. This
coarse-grained approach provided extensions that allow
a prediction of the phase behavior of polymer (PHS)-
colloid mixtures,9,10 which for small size ratios R/a
(where a is the sphere radius) accurately predicts the
experimental binodal.11
For larger size ratios, however, the PHS/sphere ap-
proximation for polymer-colloid mixtures predicts a
binodal at too small polymer concentrations11 for two
main reasons. First, the depletion thickness decreases
to values that are significantly smaller than R with
increasing size ratio R/a.12-15 This effect of the wrapping
of a polymer chain around a sphere makes the attraction
between the spheres weaker. Second, at concentrations
beyond coil overlap the depletion thickness at a flat
plate becomes smaller than 2R/xð because of the
increasing osmotic pressure. This compression of the
depletion layer occurs for polymer chains in a £ solvent
and is even stronger for excluded-volume chains. In
semidilute solutions the characteristic length scale
becomes the correlation length (blob size) Œ, which is
independent of the chain length, as already advanced
by Joanny et al.16
To take into account the interactions between the
polymer segments and their effects on the polymer
density profile and depletion potential, several types of
approaches have been developed, such as mean-field
theory,17 polymer-colloid liquid-state theory,18 the prod-
uct-function approximation,19 a Gaussian-core model,20
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field theories,21,22 and computer simulations.20,23,24 Pre-
dictions of the phase diagram were made using polymer-
colloid liquid-state theory,18 free-volume theory,25 a
Gaussian-core model,26 and density functional theory.27,28
All these theories consider the limiting case of good
solvency conditions (full excluded-volume limit). The
original theory, giving a depletion thickness 2R/xð,5 is
valid in the other limit of ideal (i.e., noninteracting)
polymer chains.
So far, there is no simple theory available that
predicts the depletion thickness, the colloid-colloid
interaction, and the phase behavior for arbitrary con-
centration and solvent quality. The solvent quality is
classically described using the Flory-Huggins param-
eter ł, which is related to the excluded volume per
segment v as v ) 1 - 2ł. In the full excluded-volume
limit (ł ) 0) there are only athermal interactions,
whereas in a £ solvent (ł ) 0.5) the excluded volume
as defined by v ) 1 - 2ł vanishes; higher-order
concentration terms then become important. In practice,
however, the entire range of solvencies and especially
the range for ł in between 0.3 and 0.5 are relevant. Even
bad solvents (ł > 0.5) are of practical interest.
There is thus a need for a theory that can be used to
describe polymer-colloid mixtures for arbitrary con-
centration and solvent quality. Numerical self-consistent-
field (SCF) theory has been developed that allows to
compute, on a mean-field level, the density profiles and
depletion thickness for a wide variety of conditions.29-32
To recognize the trends in the various quantities and
to estimate other physical properties, such as the
surface tension,33,34 the wall-polymer potential,20 the
polymer-mediated colloid-colloid interaction,35,36 and
the polymer-colloid phase behavior,25 it is desirable to
have analytical expressions. These are available for
ideal chains in the limit of infinite dilution and for
semidilute good solvents. In this semidilute regime a
simple tanh2 profile was derived for the relative polymer
density profile F(z) ) æ(z)/æb near a flat wall,37,38 using
the ground-state approximation.38-41 Odijk42 calculated
the polymer density profile near an infinitesimally small
sphere in a semidilute polymer solution. The large- and
small-sphere semidilute limits were recently combined
to an equation which predicts the polymer density
profile for an arbitrary sphere radius.43
In this paper we present a general analytical mean-
field equation which describes the depletion thickness
and polymer density profile for arbitrary solvent quality
ł, chain length N, polymer bulk concentration æb, and
polymer-colloid size ratio R/a remarkably well. The
main ingredients are the following: (i) The known
analytical results for the dilute limit, which are com-
plicated as they contain (complementary) error func-
tions, are rewritten in an approximate form F ) tanh2(z/
ä0), where ä0 ) ä0(R) equals 2R/xð. (ii) The well-
known expression F ) tanh2(z/Œ) for the semidilute limit
is generalized by using a correlation length Œ ) Œ(ł,æb)
which ensures a smooth crossover from good solvents
to £ conditions (and slightly beyond). (iii) The connec-
tion between the two limits is made by writing F )
tanh2(z/ä), where the depletion thickness ä ) ä(R,ł,æb)
is a chain-length-dependent correlation length, given by
the extremely simple relation ä-2 ) ä0-2 + Œ-2. (iv) The
generalization to spheres is made in a similar way as
recently proposed by Tuinier and Lekkerkerker.43
The analytical results are compared to numerical SCF
data. In this comparison, attention is paid to the correct
mapping of continuum and lattice models: the usual
boundary condition F(0) ) 0 translates into a certain
(weak) segment/wall repulsion in the lattice model.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we
start from the Edwards equation (which is the con-
tinuum analogue of the recurrence relation used in a
lattice). We introduce the segment potential ub in the
bulk solution (with respect to infinite dilution) in a way
that later (section 5) allows to define Œ(ł,æb) for any
solvency and concentration. We further define the
depletion thickness as the zeroth moment of the profile.
In section 3 we review some known expressions for the
polymer density profile and the depletion thickness in
the limit of ideal chains at vanishing polymer concen-
tration, and we rewrite those in an approximate tanh2
form. In section 4 we recall the basics of the ground-
state approximation (GSA), needed to find approximate
solutions of the Edwards equation for finite concentra-
tions. We apply GSA in section 5 to semidilute solutions,
both for good solvents and for £ conditions; for the latter
case some new results are presented. In section 6 we
derive a general expression for the depletion thickness
at arbitrary solvent quality and polymer concentration,
using GSA for a slit. In section 7 we describe the
extension to spheres. Finally, we present and discuss
various analytical results and compare them with
numerical SCF results in section 8. The appendix gives
some information about how to properly match con-
tinuum and lattice models.
2. Basic Equations
Polymer conformations near an interface may be
described by discrete or continuum models. The con-
tinuum description is based upon the Edwards equa-
tion38-41 for the partition function G(z,s), which gives
the statistical weight that walks of (contour) length s
in a potential field u(z) end at position z. The governing
equation may be formulated as
where 32 is the Laplace operator and where the spatial
coordinate z occurring in 32 is in units of the bond
length. We have chosen a form that ensures that u -
ub is zero in the homogeneous bulk solution. Both u )
u(z) and ub ) u(∞) are in units kT and defined with
respect to infinite dilution. In the general case, u(z) may
contain an adsorption energy contribution,31 but we
restrict ourselves to the case of depletion where the solid
surface is energetically neutral or repulsive; then u -
ub is negative in the surface region, and the usual
boundary condition for eq 1 is G(0,s) ) 0 at the surface
(z ) 0). In this way, the segment/surface repulsion does
not enter explicitly. In discrete descriptions like the
Scheutjens-Fleer layer model,29-31 eq 1 is replaced by
a recurrence relation, with a boundary condition speci-
fying the segment/surface interaction.
In a mean-field picture the potential u(z) can be
described as a Flory-Huggins field:31,44-47
where ł is the Flory-Huggins solvency parameter,
æ(z) is the local polymer concentration, and æb ) æ(∞)
is the volume fraction of polymer segments in the bulk
solution.
1
6
32G ) @G
@s
+ (u - ub)G (1)
u(z) ) -ln[1 - æ(z)] - 2łæ(z) (2a)
ub ) -ln(1 - æb) - 2łæb (2b)
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In the form of eq 2a, nonlocal energy effects arising
from the fact that in the depletion layer the number of
contacts with “inward” segments (at lower z) is different
from that with “outward” segments (higher z) are
neglected (see eq 20 in section 5.3 for a correction). In a
common approximation for good solvents,37,38 eq 2 is
expanded up to the linear term, giving u  væ and ub 
væb, where v  1 - 2ł is the Edwards excluded-volume
parameter.
With the logarithmic form of eq 2, the solution of eq
1 cannot be obtained analytically, and a numerical
procedure is required to compute G(z,s). To find this
solution, the concentrations occurring in eq 2 have to
be expressed as a function of G(z,s). The relative
concentration Fe(z) of end points and that of all chain
segments F(z) are given by
Both Fe(z) and F(z) are defined such that they are unity
in the bulk solution, where G(∞,s) ) 1.
From either Fe(z) or F(z) the depletion thickness ä may
be obtained. It is defined as the distance from the
surface at which a step profile æ(z) ) …(z - ä)æb, where
…(x) is the Heaviside step function, would give the same
negative adsorption as the continuous profile. For a flat
wall we have for this negative adsorption ıex ) -æbä,
where ıex ) ¡/A is the negative adsorption per unit area.
In a lattice model, ıex is expressed per lattice site. On
the basis of this definition, we find
The depletion thickness thus corresponds to the zeroth
moment of the concentration profile. The generalization
of eq 5 to spherical geometry will be given in section
7.4 (eq 33).
3. Exact Expressions for æb f 0 in Flat
Geometry
Exact analytical solutions of eq 1 are only known for
the limiting case u(z) ) 0 and ub ) 0, corresponding to
extremely low bulk concentrations æb. In this section,
we give two such solutions for ideal chains (no excluded
volume) at a flat wall. The extension to spheres is
described in section 7.1.
3.1. Polymer near a Wall. The first case is the
depletion profile next to a flat wall. Clearly, in the dilute
limit the depletion thickness is only a function of the
chain length N ) 6R2 (where R is in units of the bond
length). The solutions are most easily expressed by
measuring the distance z from the wall in units of the
gyration radius R of the polymer, using the parameter
œ  z/2R. For a flat plate, Eisenriegler48,49 derived
expressions for Fe(z) and F(z). With the boundary condi-
tion G(0,s) ) 0 they are
where the function ª(x) is defined as
The function i2 erfc x is the second iterated complemen-
tary error function. A plot of the functions ª(x) and F(x)
is given in Figure 1 (solid curves).
Application of either version of eq 5 gives with eq 6
(or another polymer density such as the center-of-
mass50) for the depletion layer thickness ä0 in this case
which corresponds to the result of Asakura and Oosa-
wa.5 We use the index 0 in ä0 to denote the limit of zero
concentration. We note that an equation of the type of
eq 8 (ä0 ) 1.13R) does also apply to excluded-volume
chains (R  N0.6) at infinite dilution: Hanke et al.21
found ä0 ) 1.07R in this case.
Figure 2 gives a plot of the end-point distribution Fe
according to eq 6a (dashed curve), the overall distribu-
tion F according to eq 6b (solid), and the distribution Fm
of the middle segment (dotted). The latter is defined as
Fm  Næm/æb. For an arbitrary segment s, F(s) is given
as erf(zx6/2xs) erf(zx6/2xN-s); for the middle seg-
ment (with s ) N/2) we have Fm ) erf2(œx2).
All three curves have the same integral; the scaled
distance œ0 ) ä0/2R ) 1/xð gives equal areas for the
parts under the curves for œ < 1/xð and those above
the curves for œ > 1/xð. For z < ä0 the chain ends are
overrepresented as compared to the average of all
segments; for z > ä0 the opposite is the case. It is also
clear that the overall profile is rather close to that of
the middle segment: F is between Fe and Fm but much
closer to Fm. Hence, if one would need a simple ap-
proximation for the rather complicated expression 6b,
one could replace F by Fm.
However, an even better approximation is pos-
sible: it turns out that the function F(x) ) 2ª(x) -
ª(2x) for a flat wall is very accurately described as the
square of a hyperbolic tangent: F(x)  tanh2(xxð); see
Figure 1 (dotted curve). This was also noted by Tuinier
et al.14 The integral of eq 5 with this approximate form
of F(œ) gives exactly the correct depletion thickness
ä0 ) (2/xð)R. Hence, we will approximate F(z) as
tanh2(zxð/2R) or, with eq 8
For the case of a sphere (section 7) we need also an
approximation for the function ª(x). This function is well
approximated by tanh(xxð), as also shown in Figure 1.
The agreement is slightly less than for F ) tanh2(xxð)
but still rather good.
3.2. Polymer in a Slit. The second case which is
relevant for our present purpose and for which an exact
solution is available is that of ideal polymer chains in a
slit of width D which is in equilibrium with a very dilute
bulk solution. This case was first treated by Casassa51
in the context of size exclusion chromatography (SEC).
We do not give the general solution for the concentration
profile in the slit (although we do consider the profile
in the limit of narrow slits). For the general case, we
restrict ourselves to the average value Fj ) æj /æb, where
ª(x)  1 - 4i2 erfc x ) erf x + 2xxð
e-x
2
- 2x2 erfc x
(7)
ä0 )
2
xð
R (8)
F ) tanh2( zä0) (9)
Fe 
Næe(z)
æb
) G(z,N) (3)
F  æ(z)
æb
) 1
Ns0NG(z,s) G(z,N-s) ds (4)
ä ) - ı
ex
æb
) s0∞(1 - F) dz ) s0∞(1 - Fe) dz (5)
Fe ) erf œ (6a)
F ) 2ª(œ) - ª(2œ) (6b)
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æj is the average concentration in the slit and æb the
outside concentration. In fact, Fj is the partition coef-
ficient for distributing the polymer over slitlike pores
and a bulk solution. Assuming that æb is so low that the
field terms u and ub in eq 1 vanish and using the
boundary conditions G(0,s) ) 0 and G(D,s) ) 0, Casas-
sa51 derived the following expression
where D is the slit width and R the radius of gyration.
The partition coefficient depends only on the ratio R/D
(or ä0/D).
A plot of Fj as a function of the ratio ä0/D ) (2/xð)R/D
is given in Figure 3 (solid curve). For Fj j0.5, ä0/D J
0.25 we have the narrow-pore regime, for which the first
term of the summation in eq 10 suffices. Casassa
showed that in this limit the concentration profile in
the slit (0 < z < D) is a squared sine. When we replace
R in eq 10 by (xð/2)ä0, we may write
This dependence according to eq 11a is indicated in
Figure 3 as the dotted curve; it is quite accurate for ä0/D
J 0.25.
For wide pores (ä0/D j 0.25 ) the summation in eq 10
converges to the simple expression
This linear dependence corresponds to the dashed line
in Figure 3. In this case the profile in each half of the
slit is the same as that at an isolated wall and is
described by eq 6, which may be approximated as F )
tanh2(z/ä0) according to eq 9.
4. Ground-State Approximation (GSA)
When u * ub in eq 1, no exact analytical solutions
are known. One can then try to find approximate
solutions by using only the first term of an exact
eigenvalue expansion of G(z,s):
where e is the largest (ground-state) eigenvalue and g(z)
the ground-state eigenfunction. In eq 13, the z and s
dependencies are now separated. Upon substitution of
eq 13 into eq 1, an ordinary differential equation in g
results:
With the logarithmic form of u as given in eq 2, this
equation still cannot be solved analytically. Usually, an
expanded form of u is chosen; we return to this point in
the next section.
Upon substitution of eq 13 into eqs 3 and 4, it turns
out that Fe is proportional to g and F to g2:
Figure 1. Functions ª(x) and F(x) ) 2ª(x) - ª(2x). The solid
curves are the exact expressions eq 7 and eq 6b, respectively;
the dotted curves are the approximations tanh(xxð) and
tanh2(xxð).
Figure 2. Distribution of end segments Fe (eq 6a, dashed
curve), the overall distribution F (eq 6b, solid), and the
distribution Fm ) erf2(œx2) of the middle segment (dotted) as
a function of the scaled distance œ ) z/2R from the surface, in
the limit of infinite dilution. The dotted vertical line corre-
sponds to œ0 ) ä0/2R ) 1/xð, where ä0 is the depletion
thickness, given by eq 8.
Figure 3. Distribution coefficient Fj ) æj /æb for a slitlike pore
of width D as a function of the ratio ä0/D in the limit of infinite
dilution. The solid curve is the full result eq 10, the dotted
curve is the narrow-pore limit eq 11a, and the dashed line is
the wide-pore limit eq 12.
Fj ) 8
ð2
e-ð
3(ä0/2D)2 (11a)
F ) 2Fj sin2(ðzD ) (11b)
Fj ) 1 - 2ä0/D (12)
G(z,s) ) g(z)es (13)
r2g ) 6( + u - ub)g (14)
Fj )
8
ð2
∑
n)1,3...
1
n2
e-(nðR/D)
2
(10)
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We will use eqs 13-15 for two cases: in section 5 we
consider depletion next to a flat wall in a semidilute
solution (both in good solvents and under £ conditions),
and in section 6 we treat a narrow slit. In the former
case (semidilute solution at a single surface)  is zero
because in the bulk solution (u ) ub) 32g is zero; then
F ) g2 according to eq 15b so that g ) 1 in the bulk
solution. In the second case (section 6) we use GSA to
extend Casassa’s equation for a narrow slit to finite
external concentrations; in that case  is negative, and
its value is determined by the slit width D, the bulk
concentration æb, and the solvency ł.
In this paper, we restrict ourselves to the case of
depletion, where the segment/wall interaction is repul-
sive so that the concentration close to the surface is
small. However, as shown by Fleer et al.,52 GSA can also
be successfully applied to the case of attractive interac-
tions (polymer adsorption); in this case the surface
concentration is high, and the resulting equations are
necessarily more complicated.
5. GSA in Semidilute Solutions
5.1. The Correlation Length in Semidilute Solu-
tions. In semidilute solutions (beyond coil overlap) the
chain-length dependence disappears, and the appropri-
ate length scale is no longer the gyration radius R but
the blob size Œ which depends only on concentration (and
solvency). De Gennes37,38 expanded eq 2 in terms of æ
and retained only the linear term: u - ub  v(æ - æb) 
ub(F - 1), where v ) 1 - 2ł is the Edwards excluded-
volume parameter and where ub  væb. De Gennes
defined the correlation length Œ in semidilute solutions
through Œ-2 ) 3væb ) 3ub. When we use the more
general eq 2b for ub, we may extend this to
Clearly, for the conditions used by De Gennes, eq 16
reduces to the familiar form Œ-2 ) 3væb.
However, eq 16 may also be used for more concen-
trated solutions where higher-order concentration terms
contribute and even for a £ solvent where the linear
term in the expansion vanishes. Moreover, it allows for
a smooth crossover between good solvents and a £
solvent (and slightly beyond) when the solvency param-
eter ł is varied. Throughout this paper, we will use a
correlation length Œ as defined by eq 16. We note that
the prefactor used in eq 16 gives a correlation length
which is twice the exponential decay length Œe of the
profile at large distance from the surface: Œ ) 2Œe. This
enables us to use tanh2(z/Œ) in the profile (see eq 18) in
the same way as De Gennes,37 whereas otherwise tanh2-
(z/2Œe) would be needed.32,53 We could call Œ the blob
diameter and Œe the blob radius.
Figure 4 gives a double-logarithmic plot of Œ(æb) (top)
and of Œ-2(æb) (bottom) for ł ) 0, ł ) 0.4, and ł ) 0.5.
The asymptotic behavior Œ-2 ) 3væb (ł ) 0, 0.4) and Œ-2
) (3/2)æb2 (ł ) 0.5) is indicated as the dotted lines. For
ł ) 0 and 0.5 the asymptotes describe Œ well up to æb 
0.1; for ł ) 0.4 this is the case up to æb  0.02.
For ł > 0.5, Œ can only be defined through eq 16 for
ub > 0. At a given concentration, the maximum value
łm follows from ln(1 - æb) + 2łmæb ) 0. This value łm is
close to the ł value corresponding to the binodal for
infinite chain length (see also the discussion of Figure
9 in section 8.3).
5.2. Good Solvents. When  ) 0, eq 15b reduces to
F ) g2, and up to first order in polymer concentration,
u - ub in eq 14 may be written as u - ub  ub(F - 1) )
ub(g2 - 1), where ub  væb  Œ-2/3. Then eq 14 is
simplified to
where g′′ is an abbreviation for d2g/dz2. De Gennes
solved this equation by multiplying both sides by g′ )
dg/dz and integrating to give dg/d(z/Œ) ) 1 - g2. This
equation is easily integrated and leads, with the bound-
ary condition g(0) ) 0, to z/Œ ) atanh g. Inversion is no
problem:
Inserting eq 18b into eq 5 gives the depletion thickness
in semidilute good solvents:
The depletion thickness is thus equal to the correlation
length (blob diameter) Œ, which in semidilute solutions
is independent of the chain length. We will extend this
statement to include the chain-length dependence for
the general case in section 6.3.
In passing, we note that substitution of Fe ) g into eq
5 leads to a different result: ä ) Œ ln 2. This shows that
GSA provides only an approximate solution since both
forms should give the same result when exact expres-
sions for F and Fe are available. In that case the integrals
over F ) g2 and over Fe ) g should be equal (see section
6.1), which is not the case for g as given by eq 18a. Since
GSA is expected to be more appropriate for “average
segments” than for end segments, we stick to the simple
form given in eq 19.
Fe ) e
Ng (15a)
F ) eNg2 (15b)
Œ-2 ) 3ub ) -3[ln(1 - æb) + 2łæb] (16)
Figure 4. Correlation length Œ (top) according to eq 16 and
its inverse square Œ-2 (bottom) as a function of the solution
concentration æb for three solvencies, as indicated. The dotted
lines correspond to the asymptotic behavior Œ-2 ) 3væb (ł ) 0,
0.4) and Œ-2 ) (3/2)æb2 (ł ) 0.5).
Œ2
2
g′′ ) g3 - g (17)
g ) tanh z
Œ
(18a)
F ) tanh2 z
Œ
(18b)
ä ) Œ (19)
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Another point worth noting is the use of our general-
ized Œ in eq 17. Strictly speaking, eq 17 is only valid
with the expanded form Œ-2 ) 3væb. Yet, in eq 18 we
use the generalized form of eq 16, which is mathemati-
cally inconsistent. Our only justification is that we
obtain an equation that covers a wide range of æb and
ł with smooth crossovers and that, as we will show in
the Results section (Figure 8), the outcome for the
depletion thickness compares very favorably with the
results of the Scheutjens-Fleer (SF) model, in which
all eigenfunctions are taken into account. This makes
our procedure, though mathematically not strict, nev-
ertheless useful.
5.3. £ Solvent. Under £ conditions the linear term
in the expansion of u vanishes. For the “local” form of
eq 2, the difference u - ub may, up to second order in
polymer concentration, now be written as u - ub 
ub(F2 - 1) ) ub(g4 - 1), where ub  æb2/2  Œ-2/3. This
leads to eq 17 with g3 replaced by g5. The different
concentration dependence of Œ is automatically ac-
counted for when the general form of eq 16 is used
(which implies the same mathematical inconsistency as
for a good solvent, as discussed at the end of the
previous section).
However, in a £ solvent the nonlocal effect, not
accounted for in eq 2, is relatively more important. This
was also noted by Fleer et al.52 for the case of adsorbing
polymer. In a more general form of eq 2a the term 2łæ
in a concentration gradient has to be replaced by 2ł〈æ〉,
where 〈æ〉 is the site fraction or contact fraction. In a
discrete layer model like that of Scheutjens and
Fleer,29-31 〈æ〉 is defined as 〈æ〉 ) [æ(z - 1) + 4æ(z) +
æ(z + 1)]/6. The continuum version of this expression is
〈æ〉 ) æ + æ′′/6, where æ′′ is again d2æ/dz2. Equation 2a
is now extended to
Clearly, the nonlocal term vanishes for ł ) 0, v ) 1.
For ł > 0 this nonlocal contribution is nonzero, but as
long as væ is the leading term, its effect is small. Under
£ conditions (v ) 0), u  æ2/2 - æ′′/6, and the nonlocal
correction is relatively more important since u is much
smaller. Now eq 14 becomes
This equation was earlier derived by Van der Gucht
et al.,32 with Œ replaced by x2/3æb-1. These authors
showed that after multiplying by g′ and integration,
g′ ) dg/dz can be written as
From eq 22 the function z(g) may be found by numerical
integration. An analytical solution is only possible when
the nonlocal term g2/Œ  æbg2 is neglected, corresponding
to eq 21 in the simplified form (Œ2/2)g′′ ) g5 - g . With
the boundary condition g(0) ) 0, the solution is32 g(2g2
+ 1)-2(3g2 + 6)-1/2 ) t, where t ) tanh(x8z/Œ). Using
the relation t2 ) 1 - 1/c2, with c ) cosh(x8z/Œ), we can
rearrange it to [(c + 2)g2 - (c - 1)][(c - 2)g2 - (c + 1)]
) 0. Since g2 should be positive, the solution is (c + 2)-
g2 ) c - 1 or
Equation 23b was obtained by substituting F ) g2 from
eq 23a into eq 5.
Figure 5 (solid curve) gives the solution of eq 23 and
also the numerical solution of eq 22 for æb ) 0.1, 0.3,
and 0.5 (dotted). In this figure the full expression eq 16
was used for Œ. Also shown in Figure 5 is the simple
form g ) tanh(z/Œ) (dashed curve). This simple form,
which gives ä ) Œ according to eq 19, is the correct
solution in good solvents. The “local” solution eq 23 for
a £ solvent gives ä ) 0.81Œ: the depletion zone is nearly
20% thinner than Œ as given by eq 16. The nonlocal term
in eq 22 shifts the limiting curve of eq 23a (in which
the nonlocal effect is neglected) outward, in the direction
of the simple tanh(z/Œ), thus making ä slightly higher
again. As an approximation, we will therefore use eq
18, F ) tanh2(z/Œ), and eq 19, ä ) Œ, also in semidilute
£ solvents with, again, eq 16 for Œ. We see from Figure
5 that this is an overestimation of order 10% in ä. In
the Results section (Figure 8) where we make a com-
parison with the numerical SF model, we will indeed
see such deviations.
We thus conclude that in semidilute solutions (where
 is zero) F ) g2 for flat plates is well approximated by
eq 18, F ) tanh2(z/Œ), where Œ is only a function of
concentration and solvency. This conclusion is valid for
any solvency, provided Œ is computed from eq 16. In this
way a smooth transition between the limiting cases Œ-2
) 3væb (good solvent) and Œ-2 ) 3æb2/2 (£ solvent) is
obtained as a function of ł. With this form of F, also eq
19, ä ) Œ, is valid for any solvency and concentration in
the semidilute regime, with the proviso that in a £
solvent an overestimation of order 10% is expected.
u ) -ln(1 - æ) - 2ł(æ + æ′′/6)  væ + æ2/2 - łæ′′/3
(20)
Œ2
2
g′′ ) g5 - g(1 + Œx6(g2)′′) (21)
dg
d(z/Œ)
) x2g6 - 6g2 + 43 + x24g2/Œ (22)
Figure 5. Ground-state function g(z) in a £ solvent. The solid
curve (top) is the “local” approximation eq 23a, and the dashed
curve is the simplified form g ) tanh(z/Œ). The dotted curves
in between are the numerical solutions of eq 22 for, from top
to bottom, æb ) 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5.
g2 )
cosh(x8z/Œ) - 1
cosh(x8z/Œ) + 2
(23a)
ä
Œ
) x32atanh 1x3 ) 0.806 (23b)
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6. General Equation for the Depletion
Thickness
We have now simple expressions for the depletion
thickness in two limits: eq 8 gives ä ) ä(N) in (very)
dilute solutions, and eq 19 in combination with eq 16
gives ä ) ä(æb,ł) in the semidilute case. In this section
we bridge the gap between these two limits and propose
a form that gives an analytical expression ä ) ä(N,æb,ł)
for intermediate cases as well. To that end, we extend
the Casassa description given in section 3.2 by consider-
ing a nearly empty slit in contact with a solution of finite
concentration æb, using GSA. The slit may be seen as a
region with a potential well of width D and depth ub
with respect to the bulk solution (see Figure 6). As long
as the relative concentration Fj ) æj /æb in the slit is small,
we may approximate the depth of the well to be constant
across the slit: we neglect u/(z) with respect to ub.
6.1. GSA for a Slit with ub f 0. To illustrate the
principle, we first consider the GSA result for the case
æb f 0, ub f 0, for which the exact solution is known
(section 3.2). GSA (eq 14) gives g′′ )6g, where  is
negative. Rewriting this as g′′ ) -b2g, with b2 ) -6,
we see easily that the solution is g ) A sin bz. The
constant b (and therefore ) is determined by the
boundary condition g(0) ) g(D) ) 0: b ) ð/D since the
sine function should have half a period across the slit.
Hence, b and  are only a function of the slit width. The
prefactor A can be found from the requirement that the
integral over Fe ) Næe/æb should give the same result
as that over F ) æ/æb, since both integrals express the
amount of polymer in the slit: each chain of N segments
has exactly one end point with ranking number s ) N.
With eq 15, this translates into sg dz ) sg2 dz, from
which A follows as A ) 4/ð. Hence, for æb f 0 the GSA
solution is
Using N ) 6R2 ) (6ð/4)ä02 in eq 24b, we find exactly
the narrow-pore limit eq 11a for Fj as derived by Casassa.
Equation 15b, in combination with eq 24b, reads F )
(ð2/8)Fjg2, which exactly reproduces eq 11b for the profile.
In this limit, the polymer concentration in the slit
depends only on D and N (or ä0). Hence, for narrow
empty slits with (very) low outside concentrations, GSA
gives the same result as the exact Casassa treatment.
Apparently, the first term in the full eq 10 corresponds
to the ground state.
6.2. GSA for a Slit with ub * 0. For nonzero æb,
small Fj, and constant well depth ub across the slit (see
Figure 6), this line of thought is easily generalized. The
GSA equation is now g′′ ) 6( - ub)g. Redefining b2 )
-6 + 6ub, we find again eqs 24a,b. However, eq 24c is
modified to  ) ub - ð2/6D2 or, with eq 16
Using this simple operation of introducing a constant
well depth ub, we see that  is not only a function of D
but also of Œ (hence of æb and ł). Similarly, Fj is now not
only a function of D and N but also of Œ.
For small D,  in eq 25 is negative so that Fj in eq 24b
is small. With increasing D,  and Fj increase. Equation
25 predicts  to become zero at D ) (ð/x2)Œ. Clearly, at
this point eq 25 breaks down as the slit is no longer
empty, and the potential well in the slit has no longer
a constant depth ub. In this limit of wide slits, we could
in semidilute solutions use again  ) 0 and F ) tanh2-
(z/Œ) for both surfaces, leading to the semidilute equiva-
lent of eq 12: Fj ) 1 - 2Œ/D.
6.3. Derivation of ä(R,Œ). Our central assumption
in this paper is that eq 25 may be used to find an
expression for the depletion thickness ä which has the
limits ä ) ä0 for æb f 0 and ä ) Œ for N f ∞ (semidilute),
but which describes also intermediate situations. We
assume that we may apply eq 25 for narrow pores up
to D  2ä, at which point we expect Fj in eq 24b to be of
order e-1. For comparison, when for æb f 0 (Figure 3)
D  2ä0, Fj is around 0.2. When Fj is of order -1, N )
6R2 in eq 24b is of order -1. Substituting D  2ä and
6  -1/R2 ) -(4/ð)/ä02 into eq 25, we find
Obviously, the numerical coefficients ð2/8 and 2/ð are
approximate. We can find more accurate values by
considering the known limits. For ä0 f ∞ we have the
De Gennes limit ä ) Œ (eq 19), so we drop the factor
ð2/8. Next, we apply ä ) ä0 for Œ-2f 0 (eq 8) and find
that we should also omit the factor 2/ð. Hence, we end
up with the extremely simple result
which describes the depletion thickness near a flat plate
for any chain length, concentration, and solvency, using
eq 8 for ä0 and eq 16 for Œ.
We note that Fleer et al. [ref 31, eq 4.4.18] derived a
lattice expression for ä which may be cast in the form
of eq 27. The derivation is based upon similar argu-
ments as given above, using a discrete version of the
differential equation g′′ ) 6( - ub)g for a slit. This
discrete form was solved along the lines of DiMarzio and
Rubin,54 who gave the solution in the limit ub f 0. The
result is eq 25 with D replaced by M + 1, where M is
the number of lattice layers in the slit. The difference
is a shift over one bond length in the slit width, which
leads to eq 27 with ä replaced by ä + 0.5 (and ä0 by ä0
Figure 6. Concentration profile æ(z) and its average value æj
in a narrow slit of width D, at an external concentration æb.
The slit may be considered as a region with a potential well of
depth ub ) -ln(1 - æb) - 2łæb.
g ) 4
ð
sin ðz
D
(24a)
Fj ) 8
ð2
eN (24b)
 ) - ð
2
6D2
(24c)
 ) 1
3Œ2
- ð
2
6D2
(25)
ð2
8
1
ä2
 2
ð
1
ä0
2
+ 1
Œ2
(26)
1
ä2
) 1
ä0
2
+ 1
Œ2
(27)
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+ 0.5). In the appendix we show that this small shift is
related to the boundary condition at the surface, where
in the lattice model the degree of segment/surface
repulsion has to be specified. By making the surface
weakly repulsive, the boundary condition in the lattice
model becomes the same as in the continuum descrip-
tion (i.e., g(0) ) 0) and the shift disappears: the lattice
result is then equal to eq 27.
Equation 27 extends the De Gennes equation ä ) Œ
(where Œ does not depend on chain length) to an
N-dependent depletion thickness ä. There is a strong
analogy with a generalized correlation length Œe as
defined by Grossberg and Khoklov [ref 41, eq 24.7]:
(2Œe)-2 ) 3(1/N + dƒ/dæb), where dƒ/dæb is the inverse
of the osmotic compressibility (in kT units). We use the
subscript e to indicate that this is the exponential decay
length (blob radius). In a Flory-Huggins picture, dƒ/
dæb ) 1/N + æb/(1 - æb) - 2łæb.41 For not too concen-
trated solutions, the concentration terms may be re-
placed by Œ-2/3, with Œ defined as in eq 16. Hence, (2Œe)-2
 6/N + Œ-2  ä0-2 + Œ-2. We conclude that the depletion
thickness ä can be considered as the N-dependent
correlation length (blob diameter) 2Œe, which generalizes
the statement below eq 19 that in semidilute solutions
ä equals the N-independent blob diameter Œ.
Using eq 27, we can now modify the Casassa result
for the distribution coefficient (eq 10) simply by insert-
ing ä ) ä(R,ł,æb) instead of ä0 ) ä0(R):
The application of this equation to the concentration
dependence in the separation of polymers in size exclu-
sion chromatography will be discussed in a next paper.
7. Extension to Spheres
7.1. Dilute Limit. In section 3.1 (eq 6) we gave the
exact zero-field expressions for the concentration profile
next to a flat wall. The generalization to spheres of
radius a is slightly more complicated.12,13 The distance
z from the sphere surface equals r - a. Using the
subscript s for the profile around a sphere, we may write
Fse(z) (ends) and Fs(z) (overall) as12,13
where Fe(œ) (ends, eq 6a) and F(œ) (overall, eq 6b) are
the profiles at a flat wall, with œ ) z/2R, and ª in eq
29b is given by eq 7. Clearly, for a f ∞ eq 29 reduces to
eq 6.
The exact eq 29b is rather cumbersome because of the
complicated form of the function ª(œ) , which also enters
F(œ) ) 2ª(œ) - ª(2œ). In section 3.1 and Figure 1 we saw
that ª(œ)  tanh (œxð) and F(œ)  tanh2(œxð). With
these approximations, the numerator of eq 29b reduces
to the square of z/a + tanh(œxð) ) z/a + tanh(z/ä0).
Hence, the rather complicated eq 29b may be rewritten
in the approximate but very handy form
In the flat-plate limit this reduces to eq 9: F ) tanh2-
(z/ä0), where ä0 is only a function of chain length (eq 8).
7.2. Semidilute Limit. We assume that the trans-
formation from eq 9 (flat) to eq 30 (spheres), which is
valid in dilute solutions, also holds in semidilute solu-
tions. The semidilute flat-plate equivalent of eq 9 is eq
18: F ) tanh2(z/Œ), where Œ does not depend on chain
length but is a function of concentration and solvency.
Then the semidilute equivalent of eq 30 is
The same form was proposed by Tuinier and Lek-
kerkerker.43 These authors tested this equation against
the numerical solution of the spherical analogue of eq
17 for good solvents (with g′′ replaced by 32g in spherical
coordinates and for Œ-2 the limiting form 3væb). Excel-
lent agreement was found for Œ/a of order 0.1 (the so-
called colloid limit) and for Œ/a of order 50 (protein limit).
In the intermediate range the agreement is satisfactory,
with an underestimation of Fs according to eq 31 of a
few percent. Tuinier and Lekkerkerker suggested a
correction on eq 31 that does indeed work better but is
more involved and cannot be written in the simple form
of eq 30 (dilute) or eq 31 (semidilute). For convenience,
we stick to the simple transparent form of eq 31,
accepting some minor deviations.
7.3. Generalization. It is now straightforward to
generalize eq 30 (with z/ä0, valid for æb f 0) and eq 31
(with z/Œ, applicable in semidilute solutions) to a wide
range of concentrations:
where ä ) ä(R,ł,æb) is given by eq 27. In the Results
section, we will check this simple result against two
numerical models: that of Schaink and Smit53 (a GSA-
type continuum theory based upon the square-gradient
model, which neglects nonlocal energy effects) and the
discrete numerical SF model.29-32
7.4. Depletion Thickness around a Sphere. In eq
5 the depletion thickness at a flat plate was defined as
the zeroth moment of the concentration profile or,
equivalently, ä was related to the negative adsorption
-ıex/æb. In other geometries the negative adsorption
also yields the depletion thickness. The depletion thick-
ness äs around a sphere of radius a follows from
where r is the radial distance from the center of the
sphere and ¡ the total negative adsorption around the
sphere; we use again the subscript s in Fs to indicate
the spherical symmetry. The parameter z as used for
planar geometry is related to r through z ) r - a. When
exact expressions for Fs(r) (overall) and Fse(r) (ends) are
available which satisfy eqs 3 and 4 (such as given in eq
29 for the dilute limit), the quantity Fs in eq 33 could be
replaced by Fse with the same result.
Equation 33 gives the relation between the depletion
thickness äs around a sphere and the concentration
profile. When Fs(z) ) Fs(r - a) is described through eq
32, in which the only parameter is the depletion
thickness ä at a flat wall, we find from eq 33 a simple
relation between äs and ä:
Fj )
8
ð2
∑
n)1,3...
1
n2
e-n
2ð3(ä/2D)2 (28)
Fse )
z/a + Fe(œ)
z/a + 1
(29a)
Fs )
(z/a)2 + 2(z/a)ª(œ) + F(œ)
(z/a + 1)2
(29b)
Fs ) (z/a + tanh(z/ä0)z/a + 1 )2 (30)
Fs ) (z/a + tanh(z/Œ)z/a + 1 )2 (31)
Fs ) (z/a + tanh(z/ä)z/a + 1 )2 (32)
- ¡
æb
) 4ð
3
((a + äs)
3 - a3) ) 4ðsa∞r2(1 - Fs) dr (33)
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from which, using eq 27, äs may be computed for any
particle radius a, any concentration æb, any solvency ł,
and any chain length N ) 6R2. For a f ∞, äs is equal to
ä, but for small particle sizes äs/a scales as (ä/a)2/3, or
äs/ä  (ä/a)-1/3. Figure 7 gives a double-logarithmic plot
of äs/ä as a function of a/ä. The limiting behaviors äs/ä
 (a/ä)1/3 in the protein limit and äs ) ä in the colloid
limit are clearly seen. The dotted line in Figure 7 is the
asymptote äs/ä ) (ð/2)2/3(a/ä)1/3. We note that ä ) ä(ä0,Œ)
is independent of the particle radius, whereas äs )
äs(ä0,Œ,a) is not. We intend to discuss the implications
for colloid stability in a different paper.
We note that Aarts et al.25 applied eq 33 with the
exact expression 29b for Fs in the dilute limit. Their
result is nearly identical to eq 34. The only difference
is that the factor ð2/4 in the third term is replaced by
3ð/4, which is smaller by a factor ð/3. When exact
agreement with the dilute limit is desired, we could
introduce this factor ð/3 into eq 34 and thus use the
expression of Aarts et al. with ä0 replaced by ä.
According to eq 33, the excess amount ıs
ex ) ¡/4ða2
per unit area around a sphere is given by -(æba/3)[(1 +
äs/a)3 - 1]. Combining this with eq 34, we find
For a f ∞, this reduces to -ıex/æb ) ä, which is eq 5.
We see from eq 35 that the excess amount per unit area
around a sphere can be expressed only in the particle
radius a and the depletion thickness ä at a flat plate,
which is given by eq 27.
Equation 35, as all results in this paper, is a mean-
field result. A similar general expression for the excluded-
volume limit is not known. However, Eisenriegler et
al.13,21,55 derived such a result for the protein limit: -¡
) F(dƒ/dæb)-1, where dƒ/dæb is the inverse of the
osmotic compressibility, equal to 1/N in dilute solutions,
and F is the free energy of immersing a (small) sphere
into a polymer solution (in kT units). For mean-field
chains (R  N0.5), F is given by F ) 4ð(æb/N)aR2, where
æb/N is the number concentration of polymer chains.21,55
Hence, the exact Eisenriegler result for dilute solutions
in the protein limit is -¡/æb ) 4ðaR2. Equation 35 for
small a reads -¡/æb ) (ð3/3)aä2 ) (4ð2/3)aR2, which is
nearly the same result with, again, a factor ð/3 differ-
ence. It is therefore possible to replace ð2/12 in eq 35
by ð/4 in order to match the exact solution in the dilute
limit.
In a similar vein, the profile around a small sphere
as given by eq 32 may be compared with an exact
expansion in the excluded-volume limit for distances r
much larger than the sphere radius a.55 It may be
shown56 that eq 32 is consistent with such an expansion
for arbitrary chain overlap, all the way from dilute to
semidilute solutions.
Equation 33 may be written as ¡ ) sç dr, where ç(r)
dr is the deficit of polymer in a spherical shell of radius
r ) a + z and thickness dr. According to eq 33, ç is given
by ç ) 4ðr2(æ - æb) ) 4ðr2(Fs - 1)æb. When we divide
ç by the area 4ða2 of the sphere, we may define the
quantity Fs
ex(z) ) ç/4ða2æb ) (r2/a2)(Fs - 1), where Fs
ex is
the contribution of the shell between r and r + dr to
the total negative adsorption ıs
ex/æb (per unit area),
which is given by eq 35. Using eq 32 for Fs, we find
Obviously, integration of eq 36 gives eq 35. In the limit
a f ∞, jFsexj equals 1 - tanh2(z/ä), which is a monotoni-
cally decreasing function of z, whereas for small a the
first term dominates: jFsexj ) (2z/a)[1 - tanh(z/ä)],
giving a curve with a maximum as a function of z. In
section 8.4 (Figure 12), we give a plot of jFsexj.
The excess amount is closely related to the surface
free energy, to the phase behavior of colloids in solutions
of nonadsorbing polymer, and to the partition coefficient
in size-exclusion chromatography. We shall elaborate
on these aspects elsewhere.
8. Results
8.1. Mapping of Continuum and Lattice Models.
The central equation in this paper is eq 27, ä-2 ) ä0-2
+ Œ-2. We will check this approximate GSA result
against the numerical SF model in section 8.2. In this
comparison, the boundary condition g(0) used to derive
eq 27 must be translated into a lattice boundary
condition, which means that the value of the segment/
surface repulsion has to be specified. In a lattice model,
this repulsion is expressed through the parameter ¢ł
) łPS - ł, where łPS is the Flory-Huggins parameter
for the interaction between polymer segments and units
of the solid. In the depletion range (¢ł g 0) there is only
little effect of an additional repulsion due to the wall,
but nevertheless the depletion thickness for ¢ł ) ∞
(strongly repulsive surface) is one bond length higher
than for ¢ł ) 0 (neutral surface). The appendix gives
some detail. In this appendix it is shown that the
boundary condition g(0) ) 0 in the continuum model
corresponds to a weakly repulsive surface in the lattice
model, with ¢ł ) 1. With this choice of ¢ł, the depletion
thickness is the same in both models. Therefore, all the
SF results presented in this paper were computed with
¢ł ) 1.
8.2. Check of Our General Equation. According
to eq 8, in the dilute limit ä ) ä0 depends only on chain
length and is independent of concentration and solvency.
(1 + äsa )3 ) 1 + 3 äa + ð24 (äa)2 (34)
-
ıs
ex
æb
) ä(1 + ð212 äa) (35)
Figure 7. Ratio äs/ä between the depletion thickness äs
around a sphere of radius a and the depletion thickness ä at
a flat plate, as a function of the ratio a/ä. The dashed line is
the asymptote äs/ä ) (ð/2)2/3(a/ä)1/3, corresponding to the
protein limit.
Fs
ex ) 2z
a (tanh zä - 1) + tanh2 zä - 1 (36)
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From eq 27 it follows that at finite concentrations ä
becomes also a function of æb and ł, with the N
dependence disappearing in the semidilute limit. Figure
8 gives ä as a function of log æb for two chain lengths,
N ) 100 and N ) 1000, and for three solvencies, ł ) 0,
0.4, and 0.5. The curves were computed from eq 27, and
the symbols in Figure 8 are SF results. In order not to
overcrowd the figure, we plotted the data for N ) 100
at the bottom part, using the same scale as for N ) 1000
in the main figure.
For ł ) 0 and ł ) 0.4 the agreement is nearly perfect
over the whole concentration range, which is a strong
indication that eq 27 is sound. For ł ) 0.5 the agreement
is excellent at low concentrations where ä  ä0, but
slightly less when the Œ-2 contribution becomes impor-
tant. In this region eq 27 overestimates ä by about 10%,
as anticipated in section 5.3. The reason is the simpli-
fication of using the tanh2 also in a £ solvent, which
predicts a slightly wider depletion zone than the GSA
solution (eqs 22 and 23) for a semidilute £ solvent (see
Figure 5). This is corroborated when, for a £ solvent,
we replace in eq 27 Œ by 0.81Œ (see eq 23b), which
corresponds to the solution of the “local” differential
equation (Œ2/2)g′′ ) g5 - g. This solution is indicated in
Figure 8 as the dotted curve. The numerical SF data
are in between the two limiting curves due to the
nonlocal effect, but are rather close to the “local”
solution. However, even the “universal” form based upon
ä  Œ in semidilute £ solvents predicts the trends quite
well.
In agreement with expectation, ä is proportional to
xN in dilute solutions where the Œ-2 term is small and
independent of N in semidilute solutions where Œ-2
dominates. In the transition region ä decays relatively
steeply. The location of this transition region may be
characterized by the midpoint ä ) ä0/2, where ä02 ) 3Œm2
or Œm ) (2/9ð)1/2xN, with Œm the value of Œ at the
midpoint. For a given N, the midpoint of the transition
can thus be read from a horizontal cross section of
Figure 4. For N ) 1000, its value is Œm ) 8.41,
corresponding to midpoint concentrations æm ) 0.0047
for ł ) 0, 0.022 for ł ) 0.4, and 0.094 for ł ) 0.5. For N
) 100, Œm ) 2.66, and these midpoints are at æm ) 0.046,
0.16, and 0.28, respectively. These numbers may also
be interpreted as follows. Since Œm  xN, we have Œm-2
 N-1. Hence, for a good solvent væm  N-1 or æm 
(vN)-1. Indeed, in Figure 8 there is a factor of 10 in æm
between the two chain lengths for ł ) 0. For ł ) 0.4
this ratio is somewhat higher because æm for N ) 100
is outside the range where the asymptote Œ-2 ) 3væb
holds. The ratio in æm between the two solvencies is
indeed 5 for N ) 1000, as expected, but slightly more
for N ) 100 because the asymptote is inaccurate. For a
£ solvent æm2  N-1 or æm  N-1/2, so we observe only
a factor x10 between the two chain lengths.
The slope of the curves in Figure 8 is easily derived
from eq 27. At fixed ä0, dä-2/dŒ-2 ) 1 or dä/dŒ ) (ä/Œ)3.
Therefore dä/d ln æb ) (ä/Œ)3 dŒ/d ln æb, where dŒ/d ln
æb equals -Œ/2 in a good solvent and -Œ in a £ solvent.
The slope at the midpoint is found by inserting ä ) ä0/2
and Œ ) ä0/x3, which gives dä/d log æb ) -2.3(3/16)ä0
in a good solvent and -2.3(3/8)ä0 for £ conditions.
Hence, this slope is proportional to xN, and it is the
same for ł ) 0 and ł ) 0.4. For ł ) 0.5, it is twice that
in a good solvent: the transition is steeper.
8.3. Effect of Solvency and Chain Length. In
Figure 8 it is clearly visible that, for finite solution
concentrations, the depletion thickness ä decreases with
increasing solvency (decreasing ł). The reason is the
increasing osmotic pressure of the solution, which
pushes the chains toward the surface; this tendency is
highest at ł ) 0, leading to a narrow depletion zone and
a small ä. Figure 9 gives a plot of ä as a function of ł
for four concentrations and two chain lengths: N ) 100
(dashed curves) and N ) 500 (solid curves). We have
plotted each curve for the range in ł over which our
model is expected to hold, which is for ub g 0, Œ-2 g 0.
The upper limit łm is found from setting ub ) 0 in eq
2b: łm ) -(2æb)-1 ln(1 - æb)  0.5(1 + æb/2 + ...). This
value of łm is very close to the phase separation condi-
Figure 8. Depletion thickness at a flat wall according to eq
27 (solid curves) as compared to the SF results (symbols), for
two chain lengths (upper part N ) 1000, lower part N ) 100)
and three solvencies ł ) 0, 0.4, and 0.5. The dotted curves for
a £ solvent (ł ) 0.5) correspond to eq 27 with Œ replaced by
0.81Œ, which is the “local” solution eq 23b.
Figure 9. Depletion thickness ä at a flat plate (eq 27) as a
function of the solvent quality ł, for N ) 500 (solid curves)
and N ) 100 (dashed), and at three concentrations, as
indicated. The curves reach the limit ä0 (indicated to the right)
at ł ) 0.5, 0.503, 0.527, and 0.594 for the four concentrations
used in the figure.
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tions for infinite chain length. At this point our model
predicts ä ) ä0, which is the Eisenriegler result (eq 8).
Note, however, that eq 8 was derived for zero ub and
u(z). The value of ä0 (4.61 for N ) 100 and 10.30 for N
) 500) is indicated in Figure 9. For the four concentra-
tions used in Figure 9, łm equals 0.5 (10-4), 0.503 (0.01),
0.527 (0.1), and 0.594 (0.3). Solutions of relatively short
chains are stable for ł values slightly beyond łm, but in
that region eq 16 breaks down. We may expect that in
that narrow range the Eisenriegler result ä  ä0 is a
reasonable approximation.
At the lowest concentration (æb ) 10-4) in Figure 9,
the field is so low that Œ-2 in eq 27 does not contribute
so we have ä  ä0 for any solvency. In our mean-field
picture, chain swelling in good solvents is neglected so
we do not capture the well-known effect that R and,
hence, ä in (extremely) dilute solutions increase with
increasing solvency. We have shown the horizontal line
ä ) ä0 for æb ) 10-4 at N ) 100 only for the region ł >
0.5. For higher concentrations we see the expected effect
of the increasing osmotic pressure, which makes ä much
smaller in good solvents. For æb ) 0.01 and N ) 100, ä
 0.5ä0 at ł ) 0, but for N ) 100 the relative effect is
much smaller. At the highest concentration (æb ) 0.3)
in Figure 9 we are in the concentrated regime where ä
 Œ, and the lower curves in this figure, which are
essentially independent of N for ł < 0.5, reflect the ł
dependence of Œ (see Figure 4). However, for 0.5 < ł <
łm, ä approaches ä0, which depends on chain length. For
æb ) 0.1 the curves are intermediate between those for
0.01 and 0.3, with semidilute (N-independent) behavior
at low ł and the effect of the chain length visible at
lower ł than for the higher concentration æb ) 0.3.
Figure 10 shows the chain-length dependence of ä for
æb ) 0.01 (solid curves) and æb ) 0.2 (dashed) and ł )
0.5, 0.4, and 0. For æb ) 0.01, ä  ä0 for ł ) 0.5 and N
< 1000 so that ä is proportional to xN (at least in the
range shown in Figure 10; for N f ∞ a plateau at Œ )
x2/3æb-1 ) 82 is reached). The curves for ł ) 0.4 and ł
) 0 start off in the same fashion for low N but then
flatten because the Œ-2 contribution to ä-2 is becoming
more important. This contribution dominates at high
N, so that a plateau is reached at ä ) Œ. For æb ) 0.2,
this plateau extends over nearly the entire chain-length
range, with the highest ä ) Œ at the highest ł.
All the curves in Figure 10 have the following
characteristic shape. Suppose we plot ä against ä0
(which is proportional to xN). Such a plot has two
asymptotes: ä ) ä0 (a 45° line starting from the origin)
and ä ) Œ (a horizontal final level). The two asymptotes
intersect at the point ä ) ä0 ) Œ. Each curve in Figure
10 follows initially the ä0 asymptote and ends up on the
Œ asymptote, with a round-off around the intersection
point. For ä0 ) Œ (the abscissa value of the intersection
point) ä ) Œ/x2, which is 71% of the ordinate value of
the intersection point.
8.4. Normalized Profiles around a Sphere. Fig-
ures 8-10 illustrate the dependence ä(N,æb,ł) for the
depletion thickness ä at a flat plate. In all cases the
concentration profiles are given by F ) tanh2(z/ä). In
Figure 11 we give the profiles Fs(z) around a sphere for
various particle radii a, according to eq 32. Both the
distance from the surface and the particle radius a are
scaled on ä. For a/ä ) 100 we have essentially the flat
profile F ) tanh2(z/ä); this is the so-called colloid limit.
With decreasing a/ä the profiles move inward; the
depletion layer becomes thinner. This is related to the
decreasing value of äs/ä (see Figure 7) as a/ä becomes
smaller. This ratio äs/ä is unity for a/ä f ∞ (flat wall)
and becomes proportional to a/ä1/3 for (very) small a/ä
(protein limit). For the six values of a/ä used in Figure
11, äs/ä equals 0.998, 0.983, 0.921, 0.782, 0.552, and
0.282. These values are indicated along the curves of
Figure 11 by an arrow.
Figure 11 gives the local concentration at some point
at a distance z from the sphere. The total negative
adsorption in a spherical shell of radius r ) a + z is
related to excess quantity Fs
ex, defined in eq 36. Figure
12 shows jFsexj (on a logarithmic scale) as a function of
z/ä for (from top to bottom) a/ä ) 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2,
0.5, 2, and 10. The corresponding values of äs/ä (0.282,
0.485, 0.552, 0.653, 0.782, 0.921, and 0.983, respectively)
are again indicated as the arrows. The dashed curve in
Figure 12 is the “flat” limit jFsexj ) 1 - F ) 1 - tanh2-
(z/ä), corresponding to a/ä ) ∞. The curves for small a/ä
pass through a maximum, as anticipated in the discus-
sion below eq 36 (section 7.4). It is interesting to note
that, although äs decreases as the particles become
smaller, the excess jısex/æbj per unit area (which is the
Figure 10. Depletion thickness ä at a flat plate (eq 27) as a
function of xN for æb ) 0.01(solid curves) and æb ) 0.2
(dashed) and for three solvencies, as indicated.
Figure 11. Concentration profiles around a sphere of radius
a (eq 32) as a function of the scaled distance z/ä for various
ratios a/ä, ranging from the protein limit (a/ä ) 0.01) to the
colloid limit (a/ä ) 100). The value of the ratio äs/ä is indicated
by the arrows.
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area under the curves when jFsexj is plotted on a linear
scale) strongly increases, due to the second term in eq
36; in the protein limit ıs
ex/æb becomes inversely pro-
portional to a according to eqs 35 and 36.
8.5. Analytical and Numerical Profiles at a Flat
Wall. In the following five figures, we present some
representative depletion profiles under various condi-
tions for flat plates (Figures 13 and 14 in this section)
and for spheres (Figures 15-17 in section 8.6). From
the point of view of our simple theoretical model, they
are all special cases of the normalized profiles of F as a
function of z/ä for various ratios a/ä, as shown in Figure
11. However, in Figures 13-17 we do not normalize the
profiles and plot F(z) or Fs(z) for various conditions
(varying æb , ł , N, and a). This enables a comparison
with the predictions of more precise numerical models:
that of Schaink-Smit (SS)53 (continuum, ground state,
no nonlocal effects; we solve eq 13a in ref 53) and the
full (discrete) SF model. In all the figures the solid
curves are the analytical results, the symbols were
computed with the SF model, and the dotted curves
represent SS. Because the boundary between the solid
and the liquid is at set at z ) 0, the middle of the layers
in the SF profiles shown in Figures 13-17 is at z ) 0.5,
1.5, ... (see also Figure 18).
Figure 13 is for large colloidal particles in a solution
of nonadsorbing polymer under good solvency conditions
(ł ) 0) at different polymer concentrations. The agree-
ment between the analytical model and SF is extremely
good, of the same level as shown in Figure 8 for ä, which
is the zeroth moment of the profile. Also, SS gives
essentially the same result, with only minor deviations.
Figure 14 shows the analogous data set in a £ solvent
(ł ) 0.5). In dilute solutions, as long as ä  ä0, the
analytical model describes the profiles excellently, as
could be expected from Figure 8, and again SS is very
close. When the concentration increases, the analytical
model overestimates the width of the profile, as found
before (Figure 8). The reason is clear: the approxima-
tion ä ) Œ in semidilute £ solvents gives an overestima-
tion of order 10%, as discussed in section 5.3 (eq 23 and
Figure 5). In these more concentrated solutions, SS is
much closer to the SF data, underestimating the profile
width slightly. This small difference originates from the
neglect of the nonlocal effect in the SS model (see also
Figure 5).
8.6. Analytical and Numerical Profiles around
a Sphere. Figure 15 demonstrates the effect of the
solvency ł on the profiles around a sphere (a ) 20), for
N ) 1000 at a concentration æb ) 0.05, which is in the
semidilute range for all solvencies (see Figure 4), with
Œ varying from Œ ) 2.25 at ł ) 0 to Œ ) 16.1 at ł ) 0.5.
In good solvents (up to ł  0.4) all three models give
essentially the same result. For ł ) 0.47and ł ) 0.5 we
see again the overestimation by the analytical model
and the slight underestimation by the SS theory. For ł
) 0.5 the analytical model could be improved by using
a modification of eq 32 with F ) g2 ) tanh2(z/ä) replaced
by F ) g2 ) (c - 1)/(c + 2), where c ) cosh(x8z/ä), as in
eq 23a. The result (with ä calculated from eq 27) is
shown as the dashed curve in Figure 15: it is very close
to the SS result, and it underestimates the SF data in
a similar way as the “local” solution in Figure 5 gives a
slightly too narrow profile as compared to the profiles
in which the nonlocal term in eq 22 is taken into
account.
Figure 16 shows profiles for various chain lengths
around a sphere of a ) 20 at constant concentration (æb
Figure 12. Contribution of a spherical shell at distance z from
the sphere surface (eq 36) to the negative adsorption -ıs
ex/æb
around a sphere of radius a as a function of the scaled distance
z/ä. The ratio a/ä is given along each curve; the value of äs/ä
is indicated by the arrows. The dashed curve is the “flat” limit
a/ä ) ∞.
Figure 13. Depletion profiles at a flat plate for four different
concentrations (indicated), at ł ) 0 and N ) 1000. Solid curves
are the analytical result (eq 32), dotted curves are the
numerical SS data, and symbols represent SF results.
Figure 14. Depletion profiles at a flat plate for five different
concentrations (indicated), at ł ) 0.5 and N ) 1000. Solid
curves are the analytical result (eq 32), dotted curves are the
numerical SS data, and symbols represent SF results.
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) 0.01) and solvency (ł ) 0.4). In all cases the three
models give similar results, with the analytical model
slightly closer to SF than SS. For high chain lengths
SS underestimates the width of the profile somewhat,
and the analytical model gives a slight overestimation.
Finally, Figure 17 illustrates, at fixed æb ()0.03), ł
()0.4), and N ()1000), the effect of varying the radius
a of the particle. In this case (ä0 ) 14.6, ä ) 6.44) the
particle radius a ) 100 (lowest curve in Figure 17)
corresponds to the colloid limit, and all three models
give essentially the same profile. As the particles become
smaller, the profile becomes narrower because the ratio
äs/ä decreases (see Figure 7); at the smallest particle
size possible in the SF model (a ) 1), the ratio a/ä )
0.16 is smaller than unity, but the protein limit is not
yet reached. For these small particles, SS is quite close
to the SF results, whereas our simple analytical model
overestimates the width of the profile slightly. This
effect was noted before by Tuinier and Lekkerkerker;43
the model could be improved by applying a (rather
complicated) correction, as mentioned in section 7.2. We
will not apply this correction and are satisfied that our
simple, transparent eqs 32 and 27 combined give a quite
satisfactory, albeit approximate, description of the
trends.
9. Concluding Remarks
We have derived a simple, analytical, general con-
tinuum expression for the depletion thickness ä near a
flat wall in the mean-field approximation. This equation,
ä-2 ) ä0-2 + Œ-2, is universal in the sense that it covers
the entire polymer concentration range for arbitrary
solvency and chain length, and it reduces to the known
limits ä0 ) 2R/xð in dilute solutions and ä ) Œ in the
semidilute case. It was derived by using the ground-
state approximation (GSA), which gives an approximate,
simplified solution of the Edwards equation for polymer
trajectories in an external field. The general expression
follows from applying GSA to a slit, thereby extending
the classical Casassa solution to finite concentrations.
The field experienced by the segments in the bulk
solution determines the concentration and solvency
dependence of the depletion thickness ä  Œ in the
semidilute regime. An extended formula for Œ (which is
independent of chain length) provides smooth crossovers
between various concentration and solvency conditions.
The depletion thickness turns out to be equal to a
generalized (N-dependent) bulk solution correlation
length.
Both for the dilute and semidilute regimes a simple
tanh2(z/ä) form accurately describes the segment con-
centration near a flat wall, where ä ) ä(æb,ł,N) accord-
ing to our “universal” expression. The flat-wall results
are easily extended to also describe depletion layers
around a sphere.
For various conditions, the depletion thickness and
the polymer concentration profiles were compared with
results of the numerical self-consistent-field (SCF) layer
model of Scheutjens and Fleer (SF), which is exact
within the mean-field approximation. As to properly
compare the analytical continuum model to the discrete
SF model, consistent boundary conditions are needed,
which are derived in the appendix. Overall, our simple
equation is in excellent agreement with the numerical
SF results and with a numerical (continuum) GSA
model by Schaink and Smit (SS). This demonstrates
that GSA is very suitable to describe polymer depletion.
Figure 15. Depletion profiles for N ) 1000 and æb ) 0.5
around a sphere of radius a ) 20 for five different solvencies,
with from left to right ł ) 0, 0.25, 0.4, 0.47, and 0.5. Solid
curves are the analytical result (eq 32), dotted curves are the
numerical SS data, and symbols represent SF results. The
dashed curve is the “local” £ result, as explained in the text.
Figure 16. Depletion profiles for ł ) 0.4 and æb ) 0.01 around
a sphere of radius a ) 20 for four chain lengths (indicated).
Solid curves are the analytical result (eq 32), dotted curves
are the numerical SS data, and symbols represent SF results.
Figure 17. Depletion profiles for ł ) 0.4, N ) 1000, and æb
) 0.03 around a sphere, for four particle radii a (indicated).
Solid curves are the analytical result (eq 32), dotted curves
are the numerical SS data, and symbols represent SF results.
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The results especially match under conditions of good
solvency. For a £ solvent at semidilute concentrations,
there is a systematic overestimation of about 10% in
the depletion thickness by the analytical model in its
simplest form. This is due to the fact that the tanh2
profile is not accurate for £ conditions. A new analytical
result is derived which explains why the deviations
occur. In most cases we do not correct for this 10% so
as not to lose the universality.
Our general equation integrates various known re-
sults for specific limits (such as the semidilute and
dilute (ideal) regimes for a good solvent and a £
solvent), and it allows a simple analysis of the effects
occurring when the relevant parameters are changed.
For example, a quantitative description is given of the
well-known effect that the depletion thickness decreases
with increasing polymer concentration and that for high
polymer concentrations there is no chain-length depen-
dence of the depletion thickness. The polymer concen-
tration at which ä becomes independent of the chain
length decreases for better solvency.
There are also several interesting results on the
polymer density and the depletion thickness around a
sphere. Whereas the local polymer concentration in-
creases monotonically with increasing radial distance,
the excess of polymer in a spherical shell goes through
a maximum for small spheres. Moreover, the polymer-
colloid size ratio R/a (or ä/a) influences the depletion
thickness äs around a sphere. The ratio äs/ä decreases
with increasing ä/a, implying that the depletion zone
becomes thinner with increasing curvature 1/a. Both
increasing the polymer concentration and increasing the
polymer-sphere size ratio R/a make the depletion layer
narrower.
These considerations have important implications for
the stability of colloids in solutions of nonadsorbing
polymer. In a primitive model the depletion-induced
attraction is of order ƒVov, where ƒ is the osmotic
pressure of the polymer solution and Vov the overlap
volume of depletion layers around two spheres. The
overlap volume decreases with decreasing ä and de-
creasing particle radius. In many cases the trends in ƒ
and Vov are opposite when a variable is changed, so that
the overall effect is not obvious. When the polymer
concentration is increased, ƒ increases but Vov de-
creases, with the steepest decrease around the midpoint
in Figure 8. When the solvency is made better, again ƒ
increases but Vov decreases. For longer chains ƒ de-
creases in dilute solutions but Vov increases. In all these
cases the overall effect depends on the relative magni-
tude of the opposing trends, which can be analyzed with
our simple model. Such an analysis will be given in a
future paper. The only parameter for which the trends
are monotonic is the particle radius: when this is
decreased the osmotic pressure is unaffected and Vov
decreases, so that the attraction becomes weaker. Our
simple description allows, in principle, a quantitative
evaluation of the trends.
We realize that mean-field results have their limita-
tions. Fluctuations are not incorporated, which means
that chain expansion, which occurs when the solvency
becomes better than the £ condition, is absent. There-
fore, the mean-field scaling exponents differ from the
Flory exponents. For instance, in the semidilute regime
under good solvency conditions mean field gives ä 
æb-1/2, whereas more accurate treatments accounting for
fluctuations predict ä  æb-3/4 (Flory) or ä  æb-0.77
(renormalization group theory), which is also found
experimentally. Nevertheless, our results provide in-
sight into how the solvent quality, the polymer concen-
tration, and the chain length influence the depletion
thickness. There are analytical and computer simulation
results both for polymer chains in the full excluded-
volume limit with fluctuations and for ideal chains,
which can be used for comparison and to estimate the
quantitative errors. We have some indications that our
simple model can be adapted such as to accurately
describe Monte Carlo (excluded-volume) results for the
distribution coefficient in size-exclusion chromatogra-
phy.
In the concentrated regime, where no other analytical
results are available so far, the mean-field description
is accurate. Fluctuations are suppressed when ap-
proaching polymer melt conditions, where the depletion
thickness becomes very small as follows from our simple
equation.
We have made an extension from the flat wall to
spherical geometry. It may also be interesting to extend
the description toward other geometries such as a
cylinder. This may help to describe the depletion of
polymer chains around a colloidal rod or a virus.
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Appendix. Boundary Condition in Continuum
and Lattice Models
In this paper we have demonstrated that a good
approximation for the depletion profile is F ) g2 ) tanh2-
(z/ä). This form is based upon the boundary condition
g(0) ) 0 at z ) 0, the interface between the solid and
the liquid phase. This boundary condition implies a
certain choice for the segment/surface repulsion in the
lattice model, as we show in this appendix. We discuss
this boundary condition both for the continuum model
(where all space can be used up to the interface at z )
0) and for a lattice model (where the center of a segment
has to stay away half a bond length from the solid). In
a recent paper, the mapping of continuum and lattice
models for the case of a single end-attached chain was
discussed,57 and Van der Gucht et al.58 did the same
for a dilute polymer solution in contact with a surface
close to the adsorption/desorption transition.
The segment/wall repulsion may be characterized by
the Silberberg adsorption energy parameter łs,59 which
is below the critical adsorption energy łsc in the case of
depletion. For a repulsive surface it is negative; for
strong repulsion łs ) -∞. This parameter can also be
expressed as łs ) -łPS/6 for a six-choice cubic lattice,31,60
where łPS is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter
between polymer segments and “segments” of the solid.
It is useful to define ¢ł  łPS - ł, which measures the
difference in contact energy between the combination
segment/solid and the pair segment/solvent. Clearly, for
a strongly repulsive surface ¢ł ) ∞. When ¢ł ) 0, we
have a neutral surface in the sense that the solid has
the same contact energy with a polymer segment as the
solvent, so that the presence of the surface has only
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consequences for the entropy of the polymer chains, and
not for their energy.
When a continuous function F(z) is used to describe
lattice data in discretized space with layers i ) 0, 1, 2,
... (where i is an integer and layer 0 belongs to the solid),
an obvious choice is to assign the continuum value in
the middle of each layer i, at position zi ) i - 0.5, to
the entire layer. In the depletion case we consider the
tanh2 profile, but when we fit such a profile through
lattice data, in general the tanh2 is not zero at z ) 0
but at some position z ) z′ which is close to (but not
equal to) zero: for arbitrary ¢ł the continuum boundary
condition is then F(z′) ) 0. The continuous and discrete
versions of the profile are
where ä is again the width (zeroth moment) of the
profile (from z ) z′) and is still given by eq 27. It is thus
equal to -ı′/æb, where ı′ is the excess amount for the
region z > z′. The depletion thickness, which we denote
by d, is defined by d ) -ıex/æb, with ıex the excess
amount for the region z′ > 0. Hence, the width ä of the
profile is only equal to the depletion thickness d when
z′ ) 0, which corresponds to the boundary condition F-
(0) ) 0 as used in the main text.
The value of z′ depends on ¢ł. An example for a
strongly repulsive surface (¢ł ) ∞) is given in Figure
18. In this case the first layer (i ) 1) is empty: F1 ) 0,
which with eq A1b leads to z′ ) z1 ) 0.5 and to a
continuum boundary condition F(0.5) ) 0 according to
eq A1a. The solid curve in Figure 18 is the continuous
profile, and the discrete profile is also indicated. This
situation corresponds to a potential profile ui ) ∞ for i
e 1 (solid plus first solution layer) and ui  0 for i ) 2.
We see from Figure 18 that d ) ä + 0.5 for ¢ł ) ∞: ä
is the area above the solid curve up to z′ ) 0.5 (dotted
vertical line), and d is the area up to z ) 0 (solid vertical
line).
When we consider a neutral surface (¢ł ) 0), the
potential profile shifts one unit to the left: ui ) ∞ for i
e 0 (within the solid) and ui  0 for i ) 1. Now F0 ) 0
and z′ ) z0 ) -0.5, with boundary condition F(-0.5) )
0 in the continuum model. The shift over one bond
length is easily visualized: upon making a neutral
surface (¢ł ) 0) strongly repulsive (¢ł ) ∞), the only
effect is that the first layer is made inaccessible, and a
new neutral interface is formed at the boundary be-
tween the first and second layers.
It follows from Figure 18 that there is a simple
relation between the depletion thickness d and the
width ä of the tanh2 profile:
In the continuum model discussed in this paper we have
used the special case z′ ) 0, ä ) d because of the
imposed boundary condition g(0) ) 0. This must cor-
respond to a value of ¢ł in between the two limits shown
in Figure 18. This value may be found from the discrete
boundary condition.
The discrete form of the Edwards equation is the
recurrence relation Gi,s + 1 ) eub-ui〈Gi,s〉, where 〈Gi,s〉 
[Gi-1,s + 4Gi,s + Gi+1,s]/6. The boundary condition is G0,s
) 0 and a given value of ¢ł entering the potential u1 in
the surface layer. Hence, for i ) 1 and s ) N
We first consider the case of small æb (and even smaller
æ1). Then u1 - ub  ¢ł/6. In the semidilute limit we
have Gi,N  gi ) tanh[(zi - z′)/ä], which reduces to (zi -
z′)/ä for i ) 1, 2. In the dilute limit we have Gi,N  erf-
[(zi - z′)/2xN/6] according to eq 6a, which reduces to
x6/ð(zi - z′)/xN for i ) 1, 2. When we approximate xN
 xN+1, we find in both cases for the left-hand side of
eq A3a 4 + (1.5 - z′)/(0.5 - z′). Hence the relation
between ¢ł and z′ is
Equation A4b corroborates that z′ ) - 0.5 and d ) ä -
0.5 for a neutral surface (¢ł ) 0) and that z′ ) 0.5 and
d ) ä + 0.5 for a strongly repulsive surface (¢ł ) ∞).
The latter case is indicated in Figure 18. Equation A4a
enables us to find which value of ¢ł corresponds to z′
) 0, according to the boundary condition g(0) ) 0 as
used in the main paper: ¢ł ) 6 ln(7/6)  1. This is the
value used for all SF results presented in this paper; it
is adequate for æb below 0.15. We have checked from
numerical SF calculations that in not too concentrated
solutions d ) -ıex/æb ) ∑i(1 - Fi) is increased by 0.5
when the repulsion is increased from ¢ł ) 0 to ¢ł ) 1
and again by 0.5 when a very large value of ¢ł is taken.
In concentrated solutions, eq A4 is not accurate
enough. When æb > 0.15, we have to retain the concen-
tration terms in eq A3. When we approximate Fi by eq
A1b and gi  xFi, we find
Figure 18. Continuum and discrete profiles for a strongly
repulsive surface (¢ł ) ∞, solid curve/steps) and the continu-
ous profile for a neutral surface (¢ł ) 0, dotted). The
continuous profiles start at z ) z′, where z′ ) 0.5 (vertical
dotted line) for ¢ł ) ∞ and z′ ) -0.5 for ¢ł ) 0. The width ä
of the profiles is ä ) 5 in both cases; the vertical dashed line
at z ) 5.5 intersects the profile at F ) tanh2 1 ) 0.58. The
depletion thickness d equals ä + z′, which is 5.5 for ¢ł ) ∞
(as indicated) and 4.5 for ¢ł ) 0 (not shown).
F(z) ) tanh2(z - z′ä ) (A1a)
Fi ) tanh
2(zi - z′ä ) (A1b)
d ) ä + z′ (A2)
[4G1,N + G2,N]/G1,N+1 ) 6e
u1-ub (A3a)
u1 ) -ln(1 - æ1) - 2ł〈æ1〉 + ¢ł/6 (A3b)
¢ł
6
) ln(7 - 10z′6 - 12z′) (A4a)
2z′ ) e
¢ł/6 - 7/6
e¢ł/6 - 5/6
(A4b)
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where g1 ) tanh[(0.5 - z′)/ä] and g2 ) tanh[(1.5 - z′)/
ä], with ä ) ä(æb,ł,N) according to eq 27. For small æb
only the first term remains, and with g2/g1  (1.5 - z′)/
(0.5 - z′) eq A5 reduces to eq A4a. Then the value of ¢ł
for which z′ ) 0 is a constant (¢ł  1). For higher æb
the value of ¢ł which corresponds to g(0) ) 0 is found
by substituting z′ ) 0 in g1 and g2; ¢ł becomes now a
function of concentration, solvency, and chain length
and is usually higher than 1. It is also possible to
calculate the value of z′ to be used in the continuum
model to describe a lattice calculation for arbitrary ¢ł
(i.e., a value for which g(z′) ) 0 with z′ * 0); then eq A5
has to be solved numerically for z′, at given values of
¢ł and ä ) ä(æb,ł,N), and eq A1a with g(z′) ) 0 and z′
* 0 has to be used for the concentration profile.
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